THE FOOTBALL KIT PODCAST – EPISODE FOUR
•

Inter-changeable – The nerazzurro launch a new crest, a deeper shade of blue and
a ‘challenging’ fourth kit.

•

Interview with Marc Roe – TFKP talk to Walsall’s accidental kitman about the impact
of Covid-19 on the job, footless socks and understanding football’s lack of scrums.

•

Notable Mash-Ups – Cameroon at Wembley 1991.

PART ONE

Inter have revealed a crest that removes FC and gold trim from the club’s primary mark.

‘International Klein Blue’, developed by French artist Yves Klein in the 1950s, is the tone
Inter will use for kits starting in 2021/22. Klein described it as “The most perfect
expression of blue.”

The first shirt to feature the new crest, part of the 2020/21 fourth kit, also serves as a
swansong for long term sponsor Pirelli.

PART TWO

Formerly a personal trainer, Walsall’s kitman Marc Roe used those skills, and a touch of
Zumba flair, to encourage fans to keep fit during lockdown via the club’s Facebook
account.

Walsall have already released their 2021/22 third kit by Errea, the shirt features the name
of each supporter who remained a season ticket holder despite games being closed to the
public.
Errea have supplied the Saddlers since 2017/18.

PART THREE

Umbro supplied Cameroon with some long sleeved shirts for their first appearance at
Wembley Stadium, which took place on a bitterly cold February night in 1991. The adidas
shorts and socks were from the same set that Les Lions Indomptables wore at Italia ‘90.

Roger Milla was expected to play but sat the game out, purportedly because the FA
declined to pay him an personal appearance fee.

Thank you for listening to The Football Kit Podcast. We welcome your feedback, give us a
follow on Twitter (@footballkitpod) and let us have your suggestions for future episode
topics. Many thanks to Walsall FC and Marc Roe for joining us this episode
The Intro track is ‘Jubilation’ by Jeff Wayne, the theme to ITV’s The Big Match, 1980-86.
The outro track ‘Teleseme’ by Steve Cobby is used by kind permission.
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